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MANY ARE CALLED, BUT FEW 
ARE CHOSEN 

contains family information only for general 
authorities alive and serving in 1996. The 
gap is disappointing to anyone wondering 
about family relationships of leaders ap- 
pointed after 1932 but no longer living (e.g., 

THE MORMON HIERARCHY: EXTENSIONS OF POWER 
Bruce R. McConkie). 

by D. Michael Quinn S INCE the assessment that follows 

Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1997 might seem somewhat ambivalent, 1 

928 pages, $44.95 want to make clear at the outset that I 
admire Quinn's work very much, especially 
(but by no means only) this two-volume se- 

Reviewed by Armand L. Mauss 

Despite a shortage of theoretical 
interpretation, a redundant 

compounding of hierarchy failings, and 
a surplus of tangential notes, this solid 
book will be very important to those 

seeking depth in Mormon history. 

T HIS IS THE long-awaited companion 
volume to Quinn's 1995 book, 
Mormon Hierclrchy: Origns of Power; 

which took the history of the hierarchy up 
only to the beginning of Brigham Young's ad- 
ministration. The present work, a nine-hun- 
dred-plus-page document, including text, 
notes, photos, five appendices, and an index, 
still dwells largely on nineteenth-century 
Utah but includes much important twen- 
tieth-century material as well. Both volumes 
grow out of Quinnk doctoral dissertation 
from two decades ago. In many ways, this 
volume is more interesting than the earlier 
one, not only because of its more contempo- 
rary coverage, but also because the longer 
time frame permits the author to organize his 
unting topically (in part), rather than simply 
chronologically The book's 408 pages of text 
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are arranged in ten chapters of uneven 
length, augmented by half again as many 
pages of notes. Five of the chapters deal with 
the development of the various echelons of 
LDS hierarchy, with particular focus on the 
tensions arising from competing or contra- 
dictory interests, ideologes, personalities, or 
role demands within the hierarchy. 

The remaining chapters focus chronologi- 
cally on special topics: Ezra Taft Bensonk tur- 
bulent apostolic career; family and kinship 
ties among the general authorities and their 
wives; Church finances; partisan politics; and 
the contemporary participation of the 
Church in the national political scene, with 
special reference to the campaign against the 
Equal Rights Amendment. The appendices 
constitute a valuable collection of biograph- 
ical and family data on general authorities 
and other leaden from the 1840s to the pre- 
sent, plus a "selected chronology" of events 
in LDS history. The information on family re- 
lationships, however, is not continuous: 
Quinn outlines those relationships from 
1832 to 1932 in chapter 5, and appendix 4 

ries on the hierarchy. It is an enormous ac- 
complishment. The delay (for whatever 
reasons) in the appearance of the two vol- 
umes has unfortunately deprived this work 
(especially volume two) of much of its "cut- 
ting edge," at least for scholars who will al- 
ready have become acquainted with Quinn's 
earlier work (and that of others) on such 
topics as theocracy, the statehood campaign, 
the Council of Fifty, polygamy (post- 
Manifesto and otherwise), Church finances, 
Ezra Taft Benson, and the ERA campaign. 
Even so, Quinn has made a tremendous con- 
tribution to LDs historical literature by col- 
lecting, sifting, interpreting, and condensing 
so much detailed information on these and 
other sensitive topics into two volumes, and 
his extensive notes will launch and guide fur- 
ther explorations. 

Undoubtedly there is much in this second 
volume, as in the first, that Church leaders 
would prefer to have remained in obscurity. 
The behavior of individual leaders, whether 
historical or contemporary, sometimes comes 
across, in Quinn's work, as petty at best and 
mean-spirited at worst. A few episodes, in- 
deed, reflect badly on the hierarchy collec- 
tively and upon many local leaders as well. In 
this second volume, as in the first, Quinn re- 
veals far more examples and details about 
human fallibility than are necessary to make 
his main points, such that the work, as a 
whole, takes on a somewhat salacious 
quality, at times bordering on sheer gossip. 
On the whole, this is not "faith-promotingn 
work, but there is no need for the guardians 
of the faithful to wony, since few of the Saints 
at the grassroots are likely to come across 
these books. Even if they do, only the most 
sheltered and naive among them will find 
anything that they have not encountered be- 
fore, or at least suspected. Those who have 
learned, through their own reading of his- 
tory, and their own experiences in the 
Church, to appreciate and make allowances 
for the human element in the Lord's kingdom 
will not be especially troubled by any discov- 
eries here. 

Though I am a fairly seasoned consumer 
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of LDS historical research, I found still further 
enlightenment and new appreciation for sev- 
eral broad themes of this second volume: the 
great variety of techniques that have evolved 
to achieve unanimity in decision-making 
among the Brethren (including the occa- 
sional and deliberate timing of council meet- 
ings to coincide with the absence of 
hold-outs!); the actual, as opposed to the le- 
gitimate, power that can be exercised by as- 
sertive and obstreperous individual leaders 
(even to the detriment of the collective 
whole) when their peers or superiors are un- 
able or unwilling to restrain them; the useful- 
ness of seeing Utah family relationships 
among the Brethren as dynastic in nature, 
rather than simply nepotistic; the enduring 
(if unintended) significance of these family 
relationships as built-in constraints against 
diversity in the culture and network of the 
hierarchy, even into the twenty-first century; 
the consistently tenuous nature of the 
Church's financial condition until only three 
decades ago, despite members' historical per- 
ception of their leaders as thrifty if not penu- 
rious; the persistence among the Brethren of 
the concept of a literal earthly kingdom (in- 
cluding theocracy) even into modem times, 
long after vehicles like the Council of Fifty 
had become merely symbolic; and the sur- 
vival of the kingdom idea even now through 
various manifestations of "shadow gnvem- 
ment" and covert political intenlentions and 
alliances. 

The account of Ezra Taft Benson's political 
initiatives in the 1960s (chapter 3) hill not 
be entirely new to anyone who lived through 
those days or who read Quinn's 1993 
Dialogue article on the same topic.' It is a fas- 
cinating and troubling revelation on two 
levels: the personal power of senior members 
of the hierarchy to ride roughshod over the 
collective wishes of their peers and the sys- 
temic opportunities for that situation to arise 
whenever there is a vacillating or weakened 
president or First Presidency. Elder Benson 
was probably not much more consenTative 
politically than many of his colleagues, but 
he was much more ideologically driven than 
the hierarchy as a whole, which tends to be 
pragmatic. Indeed, it does not require a great 
reach from this account to infer that if Elder 
Benson had been president of the Church 
during the 1960s. we might well have seen a 
public alliance between the LDS church and 
the John Birch Society! An alterclap of this 
turbulent chapter in the history of the hier- 
archy can be seen in the single-minded devo- 
tion to 1960s Bensonism on the parts of 
some LDS schismatics who were excommuni- 
cated in 1992.' 

R ICH as Quinnk treatment is of many 
important topics, 1 am disappointed 
at his omission or slighting of several 

other topics that I would have expected to re- 
ceive more attention in a book purporting to 
examine the hierarchy and its leadership in 
the twentieth century The correlation move- 
ment and its consequences are scarcely men- 
tioned. Also given short shrift is one of the 
most important decisions of the hierarchy in 
modem times, the dropping of the priest- 
hood ban against members of African de- 
scent. The matter is discussed briefly, in the 
first chapter, as an illustration of the difficulty 
in getting unanimity among the Brethren on 
controversial issues, but we are told little that 
we did not already know, except perhaps for 
the key part played by Elder Lee in pre- 
venting a policy change in 1969. 

The salaried bureaucracy (or "Church 
civil service," as I like to call it) is briefly de- 
scribed in four or five pages at the end of 
chapter 4, with disproportionate attention to 
presidents' secretaries. Yet there is little 
analysis of the variety of tensions within this 
bureaucracy, or between the bureaucracy and 
the hierarchy, and no assessment of the man- 
ifest significance of the several bureaucracies 
(especially the Church Education System) as 
formative extra-priesthood institutions in 
LDS life, as "vested interest" groups, or as re- 
cruiting conduits into the hierarchy itself. 
Also, for all the details in chapter 5 on gen- 
eral authority family connections, Quinn 

gives little analysis of the operational signifi- 
cance of those relationships. (Why should 
we care who is third cousin to whose wife if 
there is no manifest influence on decision- 
making?) Also, given the continued geo- 
graphic clustering of the founding LDs 
families in Utah and Idaho, one is left to 
wonder whether it is geography that pro- 
duces dynasty, or vice-versa. 

Another major twentieth-century devel- 
opment crying out for consideration is the 
rapid internationalization of the Church as it 
affects the hierarchy and its decision-making. 
I am not refening merely to the obvious issue 
of growth per se (to which Quinn does pay 
some attention) but, more important, to the 
management of cultural conflict, both within 
the hierarchy itself (with its small percentage 
of non-American members) and between the 
hierarchy and regional or stake leaders on 
various continents. One suspects that such 
cultural conflict is kept under control, in 
part, by selective recruitment of leaders who 
have already demonstrated a degree of 
"Americanization" through obedient service 
in the trenches of the overseas salaried 
"Church civil service." Is there systematic ev- 
idence for such a hypothesis? If so, are there 
unintended and problematic consequences, 
in either the shorter or the longer term? How 
else does the hierarchy deal with cultural 
conflict in its decision-making? 

In fairness, 1 acknowledge that authors are 
entitled to write their own books, making 

" I  don't know. I al~vays wanted Church leadership positions, 
but now I prefer just to appear to be worthy of them" 
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their own decisions about what to include 
and exclude. Reviewers can always find some 
grounds to complain that an author should 
have written a different kind of book. Yet the 
reader does expect some reasonable criteria 
lor an author's decision about what he or she 
includes or excludes in a book (or series) 
\vith such a s~veeping title as Quinn's. In this 
case, a principal criterion might have been 
simply what was readily available in Quinn's 
celebrated personal archives, gathered during 
his sojourn in the "Camelot" of LDs history 
(during Leonard Arrington's tenure as 
Church Historian) and in the two decades 
since. In any case, the reader should be pre- 
pared for a certain amount ol disappointment 
over the omissions I have mentioned (and 
perhaps others) while still appreciating the 
substance and virtuosity of what is included. 

isnns, 

WO general qualities would have 
made this volume more effective: 
first, regular use of relevant compar- 

and second, periodic application of 
theories or interpretative frameworks drawn 
from the social sciences. In fairness, I must 
note that Quinn himself recognizes these 
missing ingredients (ix) and asks the reader's 

understanding for his deliberate decision to 
forego them in favor of making adequate 
room for the historical data and evidence, 
themselves already too extensive to be in- 
cluded in full. Any author will sympathize 
with the frustration imposed by space limita- 
tions; for a scholar like Quinn, so meticulous 
and thorough in gathering and documenting 
his evidence, the frustration must have been 
especially great. Yet the addition of only a few 
paragraphs of comparative and interpretive 
material in each chapter would have greatly 
enhanced the meaning of all these data for 
the reader. (Below, I shall offer some sugges- 
tions on what might have been sacrificed to 
save space.) 

Setting certain policies or episodes of the 
hierarchy into comparative perspective, 
rather than seeming to portray them as sin- 
gular phenomena, would have made a better 
explanation of the human qualities that the 
Brethren share with all of us. Quinn's rare of- 
lerings of such comparisons have an ad hoc 
quality and tend to occur only in passing, as 
afterthoughts at the end of a chapter, rather 
than at its beginning. For a comparative 
framework really to inform a chapter or an 
episode, it should be provided at the begin- 

ning in order to set the stage. The need for 
such a comparative context seems to me es- 
pecially necessary in Quinn's handling of 
frontier violence in early Utah and in his ex- 
tensive treatment of overt and covert political 
machinations of past and present Church 
leaders (including the issue of "bribery" then 
and now). 

For example, most of chapter 7 is devoted 
to what Quinn calls a "culture of violence" in 
early Utah, with special focus on bloody ~ i g -  
ilante reprisals supposedly inspired by the 
doctrine of blood atonement. Readers Fa- 
miliar with earlier accounts (quite aside from 
anti-Mormon ones) about the exploits of Bill 
Hiclzman, Porter Rockwell, and the Danites, 
among others, will not be too surprised at 
what they find here. Much in official dis- 
course of the time also had a violent tinge, 
but Quinn makes no allowances for any hy- 
perbole in this discourse, whether inspired 
by eschatological enthusiasm or by the indig- 
nation of a refugee people. It was all part of a 
"culture of violence." Nor can we tell how 
unique such violence was to Utah. Instead of 
establishing a context by beginning with 
some general paragraphs outlining American 
"frontier justice" (including, perhaps, some 
of the Old Testament notions that certainly 
informed the Mormon understanding of 
"blood atonement"), Quinn simply leads us 
through a series of well-documented anec- 
dotes about vengeance killings and castra- 
tions. Only at the end of the chapter does he 
acknowledge, very briefly that- there were 
"relatively few [such] instances" by ecclesias- 
tical authority (257); that "it will always be 
imuossible to determine how manv violent 
deaths occurred for theocratic reasons and 
how many merely reflected the American 
West's pattern of justice" (260); and that "the 
historical evidence indicates that most early 
Mormons avoided violence and were sad- 
dened by the ne\t7s of such incidents" (261). 
The reader can only appreciate these candid 
and mitigating acknowledgements. Had they 
been offered earlier and more extensively in 
the chapter, they might have provided some 
badly needed balance. Of course, they might 
also have seriously undermined the "culture 
of violence" argument. for if there were "rela- 
tively few" instances of oflicial violence, and 
il "most early Mormons avoided violence," 
the "culture" could not have been terribly 
pervasive 

Again, in the book's final two chapters, - 
" I  lzad a nice time, Eric, and niay I s q  that Ifoz~rid yot~ in be cvely which cover the hierarchy's mult~tucle of po- 

litical invol\.ements (culminating in the bit as spiritual, religiotis, Cltl-ist-centered, temple reconlmcnd holrling, strenuous anti-ERA campaign), Quinn prop- 
tithcpaying, 100-pelzent home teachi~zg, tr-ust~~orlity, thriJty, loyal, erIy acknowledges, but only in passmg 

and brave as your LDS Singles ad promised you were." (373), that the kind of "grass-roots mobiliza- 
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II 

O n  the whole, this is not 'faith-promoting' work, but those who 
make allowances for the human element in the Lord's kingdom 

will not be especially troubled by any discoveries here. " 

tion" used by the hierarchy is "typical of the 
American political system" and, at the end of 
the final chapter (401), that "[p]olitically ac- 
tive churches . . . are simply examples of spe- 
cial-interest lobbying in the United States . . . 
[and simply part 04 . . . the costs and advan- 
tages of the democratic system." In some of 
these political involvements, Quinn evi- 
dently thinks the hierarchy went too far, at 
least ethically I agree. However, the reader 
would have been in a far better position to 
assess what is "normal" for a religious organi- 
zation if the author had initially provided just 
two or three paragraphs about (1) the 
evolving legal constraints (and lack of same) 
on political activity in the United States by 
churches and other charitable, tax-exempt 
organizations and foundations, and (2) ex- 
amples of comparable political advocacy and 
lobbying in recent decades by the National 
Council of Churches, the American Catholic 
Church, and other religious organizations. 

Such context is necessary to clarify the hi- 
erarchy's pervasive political influence and in- 
tervention in Utah, its own backyard 
(compare the Catholic hierarchy's role in 
many eastern U.S. cities, or that of the 
Southern Baptists in many southern U.S. 
cities). Especially in a national context, how- 
ever, it is important for the reader to recog- 
nize the difference between the hierarchy's 
earnest pulpit-preaching or published 
proclamations, on the one hand, and the 
more strenuous kinds of interference, on the 
other hand, represented by the campaign 
against the ERA. Quinn himself (589, 600) 
glosses over this difference; he seems to dis- 
agree with my earlier observation that such 
strenuous involvement by the LDS hierarchy 
in national politics has been relatively rare in 
this century-relative, that is, to the activi- 
ties of other religious and charitable "special 
interests." 

T HE book would have benefitted also 
by the application of certain theoret- 
ical interpretive frameworks from the 

social sciences, as I suggest above. Quinn be- 
gns  the book by postulating a general frame- 
work of "potential tension and conflict" 
between the ideal of "charisma" and the ideal 
of "unity" (unanimity) among the Brethren. If 
such tension is intended as an organizing 
principle for all the "subsequent chapters" 

(I), the logic is not entirely clear to me. 
Charisma and unanimity are not inherently 
in any "tension," for they do not operate on 
the same dimension of organizational life 
(i.e., a dimension with charisma at one pole 
and unanimity at the other). Each has its 
own dimension, on which variation can 
occur independently of the other dimension. 
In chapter 1, the chief manifestation of 
charisma is the claim (explicit or implicit) of 
personal encounters by apostles with the 
risen Christ, a claim which Quinn demon- 
strates has become less common and less ex- 
plicit with the passage of time. Of course, 
this development is nothing but an aspect of 
the secularization process that occurs across 
time in all new religious movements; it is not 
necessarily related to the hierarchy's quest for 
unanimity Indeed, as Quinn points out, the 
charge given by the President to each new 
apostle made personal encounters with 
Christ almost obligatory for the "especial wit- 
nesses" until well into the twentieth century. 
This charge constituted a collective mandate 
and formula for such encounters that might 
itself be understood as a means of "con- 
taining charisma," but it has nothing neces- 
sarily to do with the quest for unanimity in 
decision-making. 

Weberian theory could have provided a 
more effective framework for emphasizing 
the inherent qualities of bureaucracy, espe- 
cially the constraints that bureaucratic (or hi- 
erarchical) roles impose upon individual 
preferences and behavior. A natural orga- 
nizing framework for this book might have 
been the ongoing tension, interaction, and 
reciprocal influences between hierarchy and 
dynasty as two different (and sometimes 
competing) modes of leadership. This some- 
what higher level of abstraction would have 
permitted Quinn's readers to see in a different 
light-i.e., as systemic-some of the be- 
havior among the hierarchy that otherwise 
comes across as merely arbitrary, jealous, or 
petulant. Especially useful would have been 
a brief analysis of the many unintended orga- 
nizational implications of the alternating 
power differential between the First 
Presidency and the Twelve; that is, the presi- 
dency is ostensibly the more powerful opera- 
tionally (if the president himself is present 
and functioning), while the Twelve is the 
more powerful ultimately because it is self- 

perpetuating and able to assert its will against 
a weakened presidency. A more organiza- 
tional context would also have offered an al- 
ternative way to understand the differential 
effectiveness in individual Church leaders. 
which Quinn tends to attribute to personal 
qualities (see e.g., David 0 .  McKay [31-351 
and Heber J. Grant 1358-591). 

I F Quinn resorts infrequently to such 
general interpretive frameworks, he does 
not shrink on occasion from interpreta- 

tions of a more concrete and ad hoc variety, 
in which he attributes certain motives. Most 
of his implications are plausible enough, but 
some seem to reflect value judgments (to 
which every author is entitled) or at least in- 
adequate consideration of alternative inter- 
pretations. One such instance can be seen in 
Quinn's discussion (363-67) of what he calls 
the "adoration of the L D ~  president," which 
deals mainly with the growing tendency in 
recent decades toward attributing a form of 
infallibility to the Brethren in general and to 
the President in particular. Quinn makes the 
interesting observation that historically, in 
Church sermons and literature, "the Prophet" 
was a term reserved for Joseph Smith. Only 
during President McKay's administration did 
that term begin to be applied routinely to all 
Church presidents, a development which 
Quinn finds was aided and abetted by 
McKay's own physical and personal qualities, 
including his tendency to enjoy basking in 
the adoration of his people (363). Quinn 
does acknowledge, in passing (366), the in- 
terpretation I favor, which places this change 
into the context of the more general process 
of retrenchment that began during this same 
period, rather than seeing it as an outgrowth 
of McKay's individual attributes. 

More fundamentally, however, 1 find it pe- 
culiar that this discussion of "infallibilityn 
would appear in a chapter entitled "Partisan 
Politics," for, in my experience, political 
counsel from the Brethren is among the least 
likely to be obeyed by the Saints-if only be- 
cause of the demonstrable variety of political 
opinions among the Brethren themselves, 
apart from a few issues like the ERA. Even in a 
strictly religious realm, though, one need not 
interpret every claim of collective prophetic 
wisdom as a claim to infallibility For scholars 
to do so, indeed, is to abet unwittingly the 
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very tendency that Quinn and I both de- 
plore, namely, the grassroots tendency of the 
Saints to read claims of infallibility into occa- 
sional statements such as "when the prophet 
speaks, the debate is over" (51 1). Were the 
CEO of General Motors to say something 
equivalent, it would likely be taken simply as 
a call for organizational unity and employee 
loyalty, not as a claim to infallibility Similarly, 
if we are told that "the united voice of [the 
Brethren] . . . will never lead the Saints 
astray" (418). we can interpret that as a 
solemn commitment rather than as a claim to 
infallibility (it is certainly not a claim to indi- 
vidual infallibility, in any case). 

The more abrasive 1945 ward teaching 
message, "when our leaders speak, the 
thinking has been done," was apparently not 
a product of the Twelve, who complained 
that they had nothing to do with the ward 
teaching program (138); the statement was 
subsequently repudiated by President 
George Albert Smith, a correction that does 
not satisfy Quinn because it occurred in a 
private letter rather than in a public declara- 

tion. Yet presumably Quinn would acknowl- 
edge the public and official nature of 1. 
Reuben Clark's 1940 general conference 
statement, "We are not infallible in our judg- 
ment, and we err" (7,413). It is bad enough 
that many Mormons read claims of infalli- 
bility into the counsel of our leaders, and that 
some leaden might not do enough to dis- 
courage such readings; scholars like Quinn 
need not give confirmation to such folk un- 
derstandings. 

Space does not permit many other exam- 
ples of questionable interpretations by 
Quinn, but one more can be found in 
chapter 10, where Quinn discusses implica- 
tions of the LDS church position as a potent 
national (and even international) political 
force, especially in contrast to the Utah 
arena, where it has always figured large in 
politics. Quinn uses the campaign against the 
ERA as a model of things to come, and he is 
probably right in seeing in the hierarchy an 
increasing willingness to influence the out- 
come of national political conflicts that they 
see as morally crucial. He identifies, also cor- 

rectly, the same-sex maniage issue as a "new 
crusade" for the hierarchy (402-6). However. 
rather than crediting the Brethren with mo- 
tives drawn from the LDS moral and theolog- 
ical worldview, he sees their initiatives as 
simply "anti-gay" and "homophobic" 
(404-05). In doing so, he adopts the pejora- 
tive rhetoric of the gay rights lobby, whose 
agenda does not necessarily reflect the views 
of all homosexual persons or exhaust the 
range of civilized and humane ways of ad- 
dressing the homosexual condition. 

It is always hazardous to identify a spec$c 
public policy position with a generic character 
trait like bigotry. Just as I would not consider 
opposition to the Church's position on abor- 
tion or the ERA to be inherently "anti- 
Mormon," or disagreement with the NAACP 
on affirmative action as inherently "racist," so 
I would not consider opposition to legit- 
imizing same-sex mamage as inherently "ho- 
mophobic," and probably neither would all 
homosexuals. To be sure, once the Brethren 
begin flexing political muscle, they are in- 
jecting religious interests into politics, 
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whether or not they claim that an issue is 
"moral"; and, as Quinn points out, they must 
be willing to pay a price in popular disap- 
proval for being politically incorrect. Yet, one 
need not interpret their motives as inhumane 
or bigoted. 

N OW a few words on less substantial 
matters. Some reallocation of space 
in the book might have allowed 

room for some of the comparative and theo- 
retical additions 1 called for above. To begin 
with, the selected chronology (appendix 51, 
although a colorful collection both of impor- 
tant events and of Mormon trivia. could have 
been reduced in size considerably by ap- 
plying some criteria of saliency In most in- 
stances, the saliency seems clear, but in 
others it is hard to understand the selection 
criteria. It is as though Quinn had simply 
emptied out his accumulated files of clip- 
pings. On the one hand, the chronology reg- 
ularly mentions salacious items of dubious 
historical moment, like the 1848 excommu- 
nication (and subsequent rebaptism) of a 
bishop for the sexual abuse of his two foster 
daughters. On the other hand, the 
chronology overlooks the 1989 policy deci- 
sion to let defectors "resign" their Church 
membership without excommunication; also 
missing is the 1996 interview of President 
Gordon B. Hinckley on Sixty Minutes. 

Quinn might also have easily saved some 
space in his voluminous notes. One of his 
trademarks is exhaustive documentation, a 
fine scholarly trait in general; but there is 
such a thing as overkill. An example is 
Quinn's tendency to cite numerous (as op- 
posed to two or three) published versions of 
the same syndicated newspaper article, 
which often may take up half a page or more. 
Another example is digressionary lists of 
works only tenuously connected to the topic 
under discussion. Why three full pages of 
notes on right-wing ideology and activ~ties in 
the United States at large? Why three pages 
on the subjugation of Native American 
Indians by whites? Or on 1960s radicalism, 
the history of U.S. feminism, or the Christian 
(Protestant) Right? Adequate documentation 
does not call for such extensive bibliographic 
lists on general, non-Mormon topics. 

At the other extreme, one could argue 
with the instances in which Quinn relies on 
only one source, such as Ernest Wilkinson, 
Francis Gibbons, or Samuel W Taylor, to es- 
tablish an important point. These three 
sources have known biases, but they are at 
least knowledgeable on things Mormon, un- 
like William Appleman Williams, who has a 
conspicuous political bias and no known cre- 

dentials for assessing the motives of LDS 
leaders (617, note 131). Serious citational 
gaffes are rare (e.g. "Warren F! Wadswonhn 
for Warner E Woodworth, 489, note 282). 
but there is a recurring problem, presumably 
with the word-processing software, in which 
an extra "ap" was added to the letters "ch"; 
thus one finds strange words like "chur- 
chap," "speechap." and "Marchap" appearing 
now and then. More thorough proofreading 
could have eliminated those. All in all, how- 
ever, both author and editor are to be con- 
gratulated for a dense collection of notes and 
citations remarkably free of errors, at least on 
a per-page basis. 

Finally, the writing, while generally good 
enough, suffered from a studied avoidance, 
by either Quinn or his editor, of the present- 
perfect and past-perfect tenses. I encoun- 
tered many places in which greater temporal 
precision would have been achieved by the 

insertion of a "has" or a "hadn with a past par- 
ticiple, rather than the simple (but tempo- 
rally ambiguous) past tense. 

All in all, despite a shortage of compara- 
tive and theoretical interpretation, a redun- 
dant compounding of hierarchy failings and 
foibles, and a surplus of tangential notes, this 
is a very solid and important book. Anyone 
seeking real depth in Mormon history will 
want this two-volume series in his or her li- 
brary. S 

NOTES 

1. D. Michael Quinn, "Ezra Taft Benson and 
Mormon Political Conflicts," Dialogue: A journal oj 
Mormon Thought 26:2 (summer 1993): 1-87. 

2. See account by Becky Johns, "The Manti 
Mormons: Rise of the Latest Mormon Church." 
SUNSTONE 19:2 (June 1996): 30-36. 

STARVED ROCK 
The listening-watch passed without 
any movement. Then at first light 
one of us went out slow 
to circle the rock 
wishing hard for a track or two 
or any sign. 

A twig-break might bring our 
minds all together. Our hearts- 
light as arrows spinning on their way 
through shadow, through sun- 
quelled every want to speak. 

Something you don't have to see 
those ghosts down there- 
you know. 

We went to the sun, we held that 
rock smooth all night. 
We fed her our only touch 
past sorrow, surrender, hope 
until rain-tongues slept inside 
our last mouths and she spoke 
to our backs, our wing bones 
her murmur-lilt in that whisper 
to never die, to never leave. 

-MARK MITCHELL 
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